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BODIES OF GROUNDWATER
IN TRIAD LIMESTONES IN THE
AREA OF KLADANJ
Vodna tijela u trijaskim krečnjacima područja
Kladnja
Izet Zigic, Amir Meskovic, Dinka Pasic-Skripic
Rudarsko-geološko-građevinski fakultet u Tuzli, Bosna i Hercegovina

Summary
In the   area of Kladanj, more preciselly in
Konjuh mountain, there are several independent
bodies of groundwater of undersurface water,
mostly formed in triad limestone, such as: Gluha
bukovica, Garez, Jastrebic, Papala, Koturaca,
Karaula, Pauc, Busevo, Gora i Torino brdo.
Selfdependent limestone bodies are countured
with floor and wall boundaries made of voulcanicsedimental formation. Underwaters, aolng with
crackings and caverse porosity of triad limestone,
havegenerl gravitational movement direction
towards Drinjaca river.
This paper presents research results of
hidrodinamical characteristics of these water
bodies, esspecially concerning characteristics of
Gluha bukovica and Koturaca.
Key words: Water bodies of underwaters,
Limestones, spring, water resistant rock, water
nonresistant   rock, underwaters collector, hidrogeological isolators.
Sažetak
Na području Kladnja, u planini Konjuh, nalazi
se više  samostalnih vodnih tijela podzemne vode ,
formiranih uglavnom u trijaskim krečnjacima, kao
što  su: Gluha bukovica, Garež, Jastrebić, Papala,
Koturača, Karaula, Pauč, Buševo, Gora i Torino
brdo. Samostalna krečnjačka tijela okonturena
2

su podinskim i bočnim  granicama vulkanogenosedimentne formacije. Podzemne vode, uslovljene
pukotinskom i kavernoznom poroznošću trijaskih
krečnjaka, gravitacijski imaju generalni smjer
kretanja ka rijeci Drinjači.
U radu su prezentirani rezultati istraživanja
hidrodinamičkih karakteristika ovih vodnih tijela,
s posebnim osvrtom na karakteristike Gluhe
bukovice i Koturače.
Ključne riječi: vodna tijela podzemnih
voda, krečnjaci, izvori, vodopropusna stijena,
vodonepropusna stijena, kolektor podzemnih
voda, hidrogeološki izolatori.
1. Introduction
Midtriad limestones (T2), as independent
geological bodies, are formed by geotectonic
processes and are separeted by layers of voulcanicsedimental  formation, what caused formation of
independent accumulations of underwaters in these,
as well as springs  on contact between limestones
(T2) and voulcanic-sedimental formation (J 2,3).
Voulcanic-sedimental formation (J2,3) is vagely
water resistant and in litological sense, it has
heterogenuous ingridients.
The well in certain parts is rather different in
different parts and it is closely related to to position
of obtained profile concerning the place of water
well. The amount of water directly on well in
natural conditions decreases if it is observed from
2008
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the well to the place where water separates its flow.
As mentioned, the two largest wells, Koturaca and
Gluha bukovica, mostly feed themselves with
infiltrated atmosphere rain water on its complete
surface. Since there is no water nonresistant
layers, in this case there are no obstacles to direct
infiltration of atmosphere rain water towards the
well. From collective surface by small creeks,
across the feeding zone, water penetrates through
very thick undersurface net of cahanels.
2. Geological conditons
Limestone rocks presented with shallow
rocky area, and the forms of area are predisposed
with teconic and physical-chemical processes.
Characteristic development of this type of area
is in the area of Koturaca and Gluha bukovica.  
There are surface and underground types: Caves
(Djevojacka), limestone pit, karst valley, dry
valleys, limestone fields and other carstal forms.
Inner forms of this type are created by chemical
acting o water which is formed, deep inside, along
splitting zones: Pits, abysses, caves and multiple
chanels. General limestone crackings, as well as
includance of tectonic processes and crackings
have created dimensions of such shapes. In these
areas and upper part of Drinjaca river there are:
abysses, carst caverns, caves and. In the areas
with larger crackings of limestone, there are a
lots of abysses that serve the purpose of draining
of chanels, while those areas with with smaller
crackings act like local barriers.These brocken
limestones partialy represent the good enviroment
for filtration of fre underground water flows.

Picture 1 Geological map of wider enviroment
«Koturaca spring», according to egm paper
Vlasenica, r-1 :50 000 (6)
2008

Picture 2 eological map of wider enviroment
«Gluha Bukovica», according to egm paper
Vlasenica, r-1 :50 000 (6)
3. Hidrogeological conditions
The size of a well in some parts is different, depending on position pf observed profile regarding
the place of spring. The size in natural conditions
decreases, observing it from well to the place of
splitting. As mentioned, the two biggest springs, Koturaca and Gluha bukovica, are feeding mostly with
infiltrated atmosphere water on the whole surface.
Since there isn’t water unresistent layers above
the collector, in this case, there are no obstacles
to direct infiltration of atmosphere waters toward
the well. From the collective surface, by smaller
water streams, water is collecting to the zone of
intake recharge  and there it goes under the surface
through the network of  existing chanels.
All collectors in upper flow of Drinjaca river
are   mostly limited with limited water resistant
layers from voulcanic-sedimental formation and
all parts of these collectors are intaking recharge of
springs  which show up directly on contact of triad
limestones and voulcanic-sedimental formation.
Basicaly, carsticall springs  are the consequence
of surface holes creation, and stoping of surface
water flowing off. There, the water concentrates
and directs into the inside of limestone mass.
Water fills out the existiing crackings and
chanells and creates wide underground chanells
and forms carsticall aquiffer, where mechanincaly
and chemicaly, it broadens wide underground
chanells, whose network becomes wider and wider,
and by which aquiffer becomes more wider.
3
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In this way, in upper flow of Drinjaca river in
limestone regions, carsticall morphological forms
are being created on the surface and inside of a
limestone mass.
In hidrological maximum, when recharge
intake  of spring is intensive,the level of it elevates,
i.e. changes, depending on inflow and outflow of
water in and out of the spring.
During increasing of level, the leaning angle
is inceasing which results with increasing of
hidrostatical preasure on lower water masses,
which also results with fastr water inflow into
a spring. Depth in which the well is on can
be different and rather dependabe on tectonic
damage of well mass, its capability and the level
of carstification, position of outflowing zone, etc.
In upper part of Drinjaca river, collectors-triad
limestone are mostly recognisable by low depth of
spring. The amplitude of changing of these springs
goes over 20 m during one year, and it depends
on hidrological maximum as well as minimum. In
the lowest part of the spring, the most intensive
movement of water is evident, and there water flow
is formed. According to this flow, undersurface
water gravitates. The level surface of water stream
is in direct hidraulical connection with inner flows
i.e. levels o springs. Colouring of undersurface
water in Koturaca and Gluha bukovica wells have
confirmed this thesis.
In undersurface water flows, water springs flow
through network of crackings in order to collect
in one narrow zone. In such cases disperzion and
recollecting is evident and possible.
Dinamic surface of carsticall aquiffers is defined
as such gravitates toward the lowest possible position, teherfore its constant lowering, evolving and
adjusting to outflow zone is evident all the time.
The water outflow from carsticall aquiffers
usually hapens through powerfull carsticall springs
(Koturaca and Gluha bukovica), and in other cases
thorough the whole line of smallersprimgs which
are grouped on contact of triad limestones and
voulcanic-sedimental formation  ( Seliste, Kuciste,
Vojnik, Alicevica cesma and Dobra voda).Feeding
of  carsticall aquiffer is more efficient than of other
aquiffers. If the crackings are filled with material
from the surface, water temporarily collects inside
carst valley and limestone pit, from where it has
been infiltrated under surface.
4

The main role in guiding of surace waters under
ground in region of Koturaca have carst valley called
Zvecka and Vrtaca. In most cases, outflow in carstall
regions is evident in smaller percentage, therefore,
the general water billans depends on infiltration and
streming and only partialy on outflow.
Mostly, all wells in uper part of Drinjaca river
are presented with accumulations of udersurface
waters with optional level, which means that
hidrogeological collector (triad limestone) is above
hidrogeological isolator (voulcanic-sedimental
formation). Recharge inatke and draining depends
on amount of atmosphere water. Side recharge
intake  is very small and, practicaly, it is negleactable
in calculations, which means q=0 or q=f(t), becouse
springs have countered fllor and side boundaries that
define the stream in space. They are weakly weater
resistent and in layers, they are from voulcanicsedimental formation. So, here we have boundary
conditions of second row. Here, the  value can be
constant but it is always less than Qc. Wev are
dealing here with undersurface gravitational waters
that empties very fast in first phase and slowly in
second one in unstationed conditions, becouse the
conditions of recharge intake and draining in time
are changeable: unconstant raining, the speed of
filtration and capacityof undersurface flow.
The hight of water also depends on these
conditions while width in all cases of Drinjaca river
depends on the volume of limestone collectors, i.e.
side boundaries.
3.a. Groundwater body Koturaca
Terain on this area and wells as well are extremely carsticall  type with expressed morphological
and hidrogeological carsticall shape. Picure 1
The collecting area of well has small morphological surface 3,5 km and it is characterised with
sothern sides of mountain Veliki i Mali bratil,
with deep sheer rock valley of mostly ocassional
streams  (Suhi potok).
Out of  permanent springs  besides Starickih,
only springs named Vostovi are evident on southern
part of flow.
On creatins of voulcanic-sedimental formation
(as isolator), in spring   part Koturaca, there are
thinlayered and strongly tectonised limestones
2008
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which are cracked. They are practicaly represent
tectonic limestones breccia which are good collector
o undersurface waters. In contact of these sediments
and voulcanic-sedimental formation there are
Koturaca springs. The widht of these is 7 to 9 m. In
thin layered limestones, there are massive, cracked,
tectonicaly damaged midtriad limestones T2.
In upper part of well, hydrogeological formation
is similar to the one in lower part of well.
On sediments of voulcanic-sedimental formation, discordantly lay thinlayered, highly tectonised
limestones (tectonic breccia), and on these massive
cracked limestones. Such relation is in the parts
of zones where water goes under surface through
openings in limestone sediments  into a undersurface
ntwork of cracking and caverns.
In period February-August  1997, the colouring
with Na-fluorostien had been performed in
lower part of Staricka river, in all directions of
indersurface streams (in midtriad limestones),
which had be capted in lower part of Koturaca.
The colouring of stream that flows down in
Vrtaca-Zvecka had been performed with 2 kg of
colour. That day , the flow was 11 liters per second.
The colour shoed up in main well after 18 hours.
The spring had cleared out in 5 hours.
The colouring of water stream that flows under
the sureface in Vrtaca above Suhi potok had been
performed with 2.5 kg o colour. The flow was 2
liters per second. The colour showed up in main
spring in 3 hours and 40 minutes.
The colouring of Suhi potok was performed
200 m away from the well. 1 kg of colour was put
in. The flow was 21 liters per second and in lower
stream 10 liters per second. The colour showed
up in 2 springs after 4 hours and 30 minutes.
Concentration of colour was barely present
concerning the amount o colour and water flow.
The clearing of both wells lasted for 2 hours.
In july 1997, the colouring of waterstream in
upper part of Zvecka was performed. The main
springs of this water stream are Vostovi. Distance
of colouriong place from the main spring is 800
meters and from the Zvecka 200 meters. The
amount of water that was flowing under was 5
liters per second. 1 Kg of paint was put in and it
showed up on well 39 hours after flowing under.
The clearing of both springs lasted 3-4 hours,
becouse, menwhile it was raining.
2008

General conclusion lies in the fact that that
midtriad limestones in the area of Kladanj
municipality, the only collector of underwaters,
depending on its caversityeith under water flows
is with different dimensions.
In previously described colourings it is evident
that all coloured waters always show up in the
well. What is interesting is the fact evident in
Koturaca and can be defined as communication
of under and surface waters». Colouring of Suhi
potok have shown that the main water stream,
through   caverns, show up in smaller wells and
in the main spring, only during the hard rain.
Otherwise, during normail amount of raining (its
constant underflow is 600 m above the spring),
there is no influence on smaller springs, but only
on the  main one Koturaca spring.
3.b. Groundwater body Gluha Bukovica
Gluha Bukovica, from hydrogeological aspect,
egzists on principle of communication of surface
and undersurface waters (picture 2). All surface
flows in the area of lower flow of Gluha Bukovica  
(morphological surface of   underflow 10 km 2),
over the water steam Gluha Bukovica, flow under
in place Uvor on 800 m above sea level.   This
underflow of Gluha Bukovica in the sothern part
is boundered with Karaula, in western part with
Bukovica river, in eastern part with dobra voda
and in north with Paljevac hill and it is extremely
carsticall type.
The lenght of underflow in 853 meters above
sea level is about 2000 m, in order to reapear as
extremely strong well Gluha Bukovica (projected
flow 40 liters per second), in quote 730   meters
above sea level.
Researches conducted in 1997-1998   have
shown that well has strong oscilations, that has
average montly flow the least in august and
september 10 liters per second and the biggest in
march 205 liters per second, while average yearly
flow 51 liters per second.
In part of Gluha bukovica well, hydrogeological
ormation is constant. Mostly, on isolational sediments
of voulcanic-sedimental formation lies colectoral
rocks with thin-layered limestone-tectonal brece
(T2).  The width is 8-11 m. In contact of these rocks
5
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there is «Uvor» (853 m.a.s) and well (730 m.a.s.).
Through thinlayered limestones  there are massive
cracked limestones (T2), which presents collectoral
system of vodnog tijela Gluha Bukovica.
In march 1998, the colouring of water that
undrflows in Uvor place (853 m.a.s). Distance
from Gluhe Bukovice spring is about 2000 m. The
water flow on that day in place of colouring was
258 liters per second. 3,5 kg of colour was put in.
The colour started to show up after 78 hours. The
clearing up of well lasted for 18 hours. The fact that
was traveling thaz long from the spring as well as
slow clearing up indicates on fact that Garez has
branched undersurface hydrographical network of
chanels as well as larger holles where is water in
shape of smaller undersurface accumulations.
In the same time, when colour appeared in the
area of Gluha Bukovica, it wolud also appear in
river Bukovica which indicates flowing of water
from Gluha Bukovica into Bukovica river, i.e. the
orographical places of spliting of undersurface
stream do not match with those actual ones.
In March 1998, the draining from open water
flow near Gluha Bukovica spring in Djevojacka
pecina was conducted, which is also a part of
Garez.
Since the draining was huge in a small period of
time the flow on that day was smaller (287 liters per
second), than a previous day (304 liters per second).
This means the existence of direct connections of
undersurface carstall caverns, i.e. branched out
hydrographical network in Garez.
In April 1998, The colouring of an opened
water stream that comes out from surface and goes
under agin in Djevojacka pecina, was performed.
The distance of the Gluhe bukovice spring from
the place where colouriong took place was 300
m. The water flow in that spot on that day was
74 litres per second. The colour showed up on
Gluhe bukovice spring in 1 hour and 25 minutes.
The clearing of the water lasted 3 hours and 30
minutes.
It is evident that treated water stream is one
of many underground chanels where water flows
towards Gluha bukovica well, concerning that
water didnt contain such large colour concentration
on the well, becouse a mixing of other underground
water streams from other directions occured what
resulted in bleeching of colour.
6

4. Conclusion
The guiding bodies o undersurace water flows
in wider area of Kladanj are closely related to
massives of triad limestones such as: Bratilo
(aquiffer Koturaca), Garez (aquiffer Gluha
Bukovica), Jastrebic ( aquiffer Rapatnica), Busevo,
Pauc, Gora, Papala, Torino brdo, Jaracko, Tuholj
and Dobra voda.
Undersurface waters are located in different
depths what depends on development of natural
enviroment. Mostly, all limestone massives in
upper part of Drinjaca river have almost the same
specifications concerning crackings of rocky
masses and the amount of undersurface water.
From aspect of hemism, waters in Konjuh
area are Hydrocarbonic-magnesium and in other
areas hydrocarbonic-calcium and hydrocarboniccalcium-magnesium.
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INSPECTION OF WELDED
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Ispitivanje zavarenih limova za izradu
cilindričnih posuda
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Summary
In this paper, certain material characteristics are
analised i.e. velded joints on velded steel panels  
i.e. layers, which are created during production of
cilindric tanks, during projecting and production
o vertical cilindric reservoars with flat bottom for
liquid fuels. Here, the methods are being analised
for testing of velded joints by mechanical way of
testing.
Key words: testing, velded joint, cilindric  
tanks, mechanical testings, testing by bending,
testing by hits.
Sažetak
U ovom radu analizirane su određene karakteristike materijala, odnosno zavarenih spojeva
na zavarenim limovima, odnosno stojevima ,koji
nastaju prilikom izrade cilindričnih posuda kod  
projektovanja i izrade vertikalnih cilindričnih
rezervoara sa ravnim dnom za tečna goriva. Ovdje
su analizirane metode za ispitivanje zavarenih
spojeva mehaničkim načinom ispitivanja.
Ključne riječi; Ispitivanje, Zavareni spoj,
cilindrične posude, mehanička ispitivanja ispitivanje savijanjem, Udarna ispitivanja.
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1. Introduction
Relatively high level of safeties is required in
construction of the vertical cylindrical tanks with
flat bottom. Lack of knowledge about all working
conditions, bad quality control during construction
and application of working conditions could
decrease the level of safeties significantly. The
condition of decreased safeties can be caused by
usage of inadequate projecting and construction
due to working conditions. One of the most
important changes of the working conditions
is the change of purpose of the single chamber
liquid fuel tank to the multi-chamber tank (vessel)
by building inadequate vertical partition-walls.
Today, the world demands increased capacities
for storing liquid fuels and construction of multichamber vessels of large dimensions. There are
2 basic tasks which are present in solving of this
problem. Those tasks are as follows:
• Development of the reliable new
construction of the multi-chamber vessel
(tank) and
• Making of the background for estimation
of possibility for reconstruction of existing
single chamber vessels into multi-chamber
vessels with adequate safety measures  
7
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The basic problem in projecting and
construction of the multi-chamber tanks is related
to the undefined tensions in the welding areas,
especially in the spots of “welding seam ties“.
Regarding to the heterogeneity of structural,
mechanical and exploiting characteristics of some
areas of welding seams, it is not simple to predict
and understand behavior of the large dimension
vessel as one whole. Fixing and angle transition
spots cannot be calculated by so called „non
moment theory“, and welded seams are placed
exactly on those spots. The welding seam, as a
complex and heterogenic structure, represents
a critical spot in a welded construction. The
evaluation of the safety of the welded construction
is based on characteristics of welding seams and
its composition parts. Regarding to the different
mechanical characteristics of the particular areas
of the welding seam, its behavior is not easy to be
predicted and understood. The welding seam, as an
integral part of the construction, represents a non
homogeneity based on microstructure, mechanical
characteristics, geometry shape, the tension field
which is under influence of different factors and
residual tensions after welding.
The influence of the welding procedure is
being marked on the base of the numerous aspects
which describe behavior of the basic material and
additional material. Those aspects are as follows:
• Inspection of the test tube tension characteristic of the welding joint and metal seam in
accordance with EN859
• Macroscopic inspection of welded joint
• Microscopic inspection of the welding seam
(WS), zone of thermal influence (ZTI) and
basic material (BM)
• measuring of the toughness in cross section
(BM-ZTI-WS-ZTI-BM) in accordance with
EN1043
• Inspection of the bending in accordance
with EN910
• Determination of the total energy of impact
of the test tube with cut in basic metal
• Determination of the critical factor of the
tension intensity and parameter of increase
of the fatigue tear as an important perimeter
in analysis of the welded joint and its
8

components with present malfunction - type
tear
This seminar paper will consider only the most
important ways of inspection.
2. Characteristics of the Basic
Construction Material
The basic material in construction of the
vertical cylindrical tanks with flat bottom is
steel, labeled as ČE 0361. When we talk about
welding, the most important is a selection of the
correct thermal welding cycle which will not
have decidedly negative influence on the steel
characteristics caused by grain attrition and the
emission processes. Following 4 technologies
were applied in welding of the test samples:
• Technology A-REL, procedure with
welding electrode EVB 50 without preheating
• Technology B-REL, procedure with
welding electrode EVB 50 with pre-heating
• Technology C-MAG, procedure with
welding wire VAC 60 without pre-heating
• Technology D-MAG procedure with
welding wire VAC 60 with pre-heating,
After the preparation, the plates are heated
to the pre-heating temperature which is in this
concrete case 50 degrees (technologies B and D).
The pre-heating thermal treatment has a goal to
raise starting temperature of the working object
over the environmental temperature.         
The basic reasons for pre-heating are raising
general quality of the welded joint which is being
achieved trough:
• decreasing of the cooling speed of the
welded joint
• decreasing of the residual tensions in the
welded joint
• decreasing of the toughness in the zone of
thermal influence
• increasing of the impact tenacity in closed
joint
• decreasing of the tendency of tears
appearance
2008
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The pre-heating contributes in decreasing of
the cooling speed which helps in avoiding of the
critical cooling speed and unfavorable structure of
martensite and bainite

Characteristics of the basic construction
material (Č.0361)-( RSt37-2 DIN ), are given in
the table 1.
3. The characteristics of the
additional construction
material

The chemical composition of the additional
material is standardized and given in the table 1.1
Pic.1. Schematic description of the welding seam shape for the welding electrode EVB 50, and the welding
wire VAC 60 in the table 1.2. The mechanical
characteristics of the additional material are taken
from the producers’ catalogue and they are given
in the table 1.3 for the welding electrode EVB 50
and in the table 1.4 for the welding wire VAC 60.
The test tubes for inspection of the tension
characteristics of welding seam metal and the
zone of the thermal influence were extracted from
Pic.2. Schematic description of the welding sequence
Table 1.0.
Tension toughness

Plasticity limit

Relative elongation

Impact tenacity

370-450 N/mm2

240 N/mm2

25%

0.35

Table 1.1. Chemical composition of the additional material EVB50
% mas.
Sample
C
Si
Mn
P
EVB 50
0.07
0.51
0.09
0.017

S
0.019

N
0.021

Table 1.2. Chemical composition of the additional material VAC 60
% mas.
Sample
C
Si
Mn
P
VAC 60
0.09
1.04
1.42
0.015

S
0.017

N
0.017

Table 1.3. Mechanical composition of the additional material EVB 50
Sample

Tension of flowing
Rpo,2,MPa,min.

Tension toughness
Rm, MPa

Elongation
A, %, min.

Energy of hit, Auk, J
-20C, min.

EVB 50

450

500-550

26-30

50

Table 1.4. . Mechanical composition of the additional material VAC 60
Sample

Tension of flowing
Rpo,2,MPa,min.

Tension toughness
Rm,MPa

Elongation
A, %, min.

Energy of hit, Auk, J
-20C, min.

VAC 60

400

500-600

22-30

45
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the metal of the welding seal and the zone of the
thermal influence.  

Pic.3. Plan of extraction the test tubes
4. 	Mechanical inspection of
the welded joint
The inspection of the welded joints by the
tension, including the shape and dimension of
the test tubes and the procedure of the inspection
are defined by standard   EN 895 part I „Butt
welded joints on metal material – inspection by
the transversal tension“. At the transversal tension
of the butt welded joint, the tension toughness of
the inspected sample is being determined by the
rule ant it should not be lower than the tension
toughness of the basic material.

Pic.4 The test tubes for determination of the
tension characteristics

These inspections determine the characteristics
defined by the standard iso EN 10002-1 (111) as
well as ASTM E( (112). They are the flow tension,
the tension toughness, the extension percentage,
contraction, the diagram of the tension-deformation
and analysis of the location and the type of the
fracture of the sample.        
For determination of the tension characteristics,
we can use macro and micro test tubes and it
depends on the size of the metal welding seam and
the zone of the thermal influence.
The inspection of the welded joint, basic metal
and metal of the welding seam was conducted in
the room temperature on the electric-mechanical
tearing machine in the deformation control.
4a. Inspection on bending
Inspection of the technological probes by
bending of the butt welded steel (Č.0361) (RSt37-2
DIN), joint has been done with a goal to determine
the capability of the steel to bend around the
welded joint. The procedure of the inspection and
the testing tubes are defined by the standard EN
910. The test tubes are bended around the front
side (face) of the welded joint and around the root
part anchored by welded splinter with diameter 4a
and bending angle of 120 degrees.

Pic.6 The test tube for traversal bending of the

Pic.5 Electrical-engineering
tearing machine
10
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butt welded tin joint
The scheme of the inspection procedure is
depicted in 3 spots on the picture 7. The inspection
was done on the mechanical tearing machine
AMSLER in control action of the machine

Pic.7 The scheme of inspection by bending      

Pic.8. Mechanical tearing machine „Amsler“

material, the metal of the welding seam and the
zone of the thermal influence were conducted in
accordance with standard EN 10045-1 (113) and
ASTM E23-95 (114). The shape and appearance
of the testing tubes are given on the picture 9.
The goal of the inspection is determination of the
total impact energy. The cut is in the middle of
the aboard side. It is being made by grinding in
order to keep it unchanged during the processing.
In the base of the cut must not be any trace of the
machine processing.

Pic. 9 The shape and the dimension of the
standard test tube for inspection with Sharp
Method with V-cut
The fracture energy at the inspection with
bending impact charge is determined as an integral
dimension. Such determined fracture energy
does not give possibility of separation material
toughness by its formation and tear spreading. In
order to achieve impact force and time, they have
to be continually recorded during the inspection. It
is achievable by the swing instrument.

During the inspection, the test tubes must
not have defect with length over 3mm in all
directions.            
4b. Impact inspection
The bending inspection with impact force on
the test tubes with a cut can provide explanation
about material behavior during the disturbed
deforming-area tension condition. Determination
of the needed activity for a fracture under particular
testing condition is mostly used for ongoing
quality and material homogeneity control and its
processing quality. This procedure can identify
tendency to the brittle fracture, or increasing of
the brittleness during the exploiting process. The
impact inspection of the testing tubes of the basic
2008

Pic.10. Schematic description of the modern
swing instrument
It is obvious from this scheme that the swing
instrument embraces connecting of the force
meter, which is installed into the hammer of the
swing, the detector of the time of the fracture
and deformation meter via the amplifier with the
oscilloscope. The oscilloscope is further connected
to the computer which processes given signals and
results of the measurement.             
11
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The monitoring of the force and time enables
obtaining information about causes of the fracture.
The fracture of the sample can be caused by low
intensity force in long time or short time activity
of the high intensity force. This information is
important for evaluation of the material behavior.
The inspection of the test tube with cut by the
instrument swing enabled monitoring of the force
changes in time, and obtaining the diagrams of the
force:

Pic.11. Typical diagram force-time for plastic
behavior of the material obtained at the instrument
swing
This kind of diagram force-time enables
determination of following information:
- Fgy - dynamic force of the tension flow; it is
being determined on the bended part of the
diagram-on its transition spot from linear to
non-linear dependence force-time. It is useful
in the first approximation as a measurement
of plastic release of the sample’s ligaments
- Fm - maximal force on the diagram forcetime
- Ff - the force of the beginning of the instable

expansion of the tear; it is determined as  
the force on the intersection of the smooth
bended line and steeply falling part of the
curve force-time
- Fa - The force when the quick expansion of
the tear is slowing down
The deformation is additionally deformed by
the end of the curve force-time:
- Sgy - deformation in the beginning of the
plastic fracture of the ligaments
- Sm - deformation at the maximal force
- Sf - deformation at the initiation of the
unstable tear expansion
- Sa - deformation in the end of the unstable
tear expansion
- St - deformation at the end of the curve
force-deformation where the end of this
force is defined as 0,02 Fm
5. Results of the inspection
by the comparison of the
results
      The results for determination of the tension
characteristics of the butt welded joint with
transversal tension test tube are given in the table
1.1, the test tube results of the basic old material
steel (Č.0361 JUS)-( RSt37-2 DIN ),  are given in
the table 1.2, the test tube results of the pure metal
of the welded seam is given in the table 1.3 and the

Table 1.1 The results for determination of the tension characteristics of the butt welded joint test tube
of old material
Sample
identification

Upper tension
of the flow
Rch, MPa

Lower tension
of the flow
Rc1, MPa

Tension toughness
RmMPa

Elongation
A, %

FS - 1

273

268

407

26.6

FS - 2

275

270

409

28.3

FS - 3

271

264

406

27.5

Average value

273

267

407.3

27.5

Standard
deviation

2.000

3.055

1.528

0.850

12
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Table 1.2 The result of the tension inspection of test tube of basic old material
Sample identification
OM – S - 1
OM – S - 2
OM – S - 3
Average value
Standard deviation

Upper tension
of the flow
Rch, MPa
276
278
272
275
3.055

Lower tension
of the flow
Rc1, MPa
273
272
267
271
3.215

Tension
toughness
RmMPa
415
420
413
416.0
3.606

Elongation
A, %
26.7
25.9
26.9
26.5
0.529

Table 1.3 The test tube result of the pure metal of the welded seam
Sample identification
MZ – S - 1
MZ – S - 2
MZ – S - 3
Average value
Standard deviation

Tension of the flow
Rch, MPa

Tension toughness
RmMPa

Elongation
A, %

419
416
422
419
3.000

520
515
523
519
4.041

26.1
26.8
25.3
26.1
0.751

Table 1.4 The test tube results of the zone of thermal influence
Sample identification
ZUT – S - 1
ZUT – S - 2
ZUT – S – 3
Average value
Standard deviation

Tension of the flow
Rch, MPa

Tension toughness
RmMPa

Elongation
A, %

413
409
417
413
4.000

510
507
516
511
4.583

22.4
23.5
22.3
22.7
0.666

Table 1.5 The result of the tension inspections of macro test tubes extracted from the zone of the
thermal influence
Sample identification
ZUT – A – 1
ZUT – A – 2
ZUT – A – 3
ZUT – B – 1
ZUT – B – 2
ZUT – B – 3
ZUT – C – 1
ZUT – C – 2
ZUT – C – 3
ZUT – D – 1
ZUT – D – 2
ZUT – D – 3
Average value
Standard deviation
2008

Tension of the flow
Rp0,2, Mpa
409
406
412
422
427
419
363
360
369
375
383
380
394
24.514

Tension toughness
Rm, Mpa

Elongation
A, %

504
501
508
526
533
523
479
475
481
491
496
495
501
18.858

23.9
22.4
24.3
25.6
24.8
26.1
23.6
24.1
24.7
24.4
24.2
23.8
24.3
0.949
13
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test tube results of the zone of thermal influence in
the table 1.4. in the table 1.5.
6. Conclusion
Very often, the engineers’ challenge in their
practice is the welding process. The difficulties in
welding of middle layers (inside) material appear
because of high level of P and S. Those difficulties
are splits, porosity, aging, and fragility of the
material. The steel with content of C < 0.25% can
be considered as steel suitable for good quality
welding. Quality of the welding of steel with C
> 0.25% is questionable and it requires particular
measures in order to decrease possibility of
appearing of splits and to achieve satisfactory
characteristics.      
The quality of the welding is of the great
importance. That quality is transferred to the whole
element which is composed of the elements joined
by the welding. It is very important to understand
that welding is one of the most important processes
in the industry. Numerous parts cannot be built
from one piece by casting. It must be done from
several welded parts and they have usage in daily
human activity.
The great problem used to be the zone of
the thermal influence because it was unknown
how to detect inner tensions during the welding
process. They were especially significant under
conditions of low temperatures. The welded parts
used to break because of the lack of knowledge
about the welding process. The good choice of the
additional material improved the characteristic of
the additional material and after finishing of the
welding process welding joints had also better
characteristics than basic construction material.
Because of that, these constructions are suitable
by technology characteristic and their purpose for
building of the liquid fuel tanks.
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PHOTOCHEMICAL
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transformations OF
BENZEN IN AIR
Fotokemijske reakcije transformacije benzena
u vazduhu
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SUMMARY
Photochemical reactions of benzene transformation in air with average concentrations of some
pollutants present in real atmosphere through
determining the contents of benzene in a reaction
chamber, within a certain time span after the
influence of sunlight and temperature have been
discussed.
In towns Tuzla and Lukavac, the air pollution
by benzene is significantly higher than allowed. It
is the consequence of benzene and its homologies
emitted from the coke production plant.
The basic goal of this study is to determine
the percentage of decomposition (transformation)
of benzene on the basis of simulated conditions
of the real atmosphere in the reaction chamber,
to identify products and possibly explain the
influence of some parameters of surroundings on
these processes. In this experimental research, with
the presence of other compounds and simulated
conditions and parameters, compounds emerged
without being identified (within the reference
system) and, on the basis of the analysis results,
a sequence (mechanism) of some photochemical
transformations of benzene has been obtained.
Thus this study represents a certain contribution
2008

to clarifying the very complex problem photochemical transformation of benzene in the air of Tuzla
and Lukavac area. (see the picture 1.1 and 1.2).
The problem was resolved by using contemporary coupled and very sensitive method of gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GS/MS).
The compounds were identified by using two
parallel mass spectrometry databases of known
chemical compounds.
Comparison of mass spectra of analyzed
samples and mass spectra of the same compounds
taken from the web sites specified in the Literature,
confirms that the compounds in the analyzed
samples mentioned earlier are fairly reliable.
Key words: Photochemical reactions, transformations of benzene in air, reaction chamber, air
pollution benzene, simulated conditions.
SAŽETAK
Fotokemijske reakcije transformacije benzena
u vazduhu uz prosječne koncentracije nekih
prisutnih polutanata realne atmosfere, razmatra se
preko određivanja sadržaja benzena u reakcionoj
komori, u određenom vremenskom periodu pri
utjecaju sunčevog zračenja i temperature.
15
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U gradu Lukavcu, npr., zagađenje vazduha
benzenom je značajno sa višim vrijednostima
od dozvoljenih. To je posljedica nekontrolisane
emisije benzena i njegovih homologa iz pogona
proizvodnje koksa.
Osnovni cilj ovog rada je da se na osnovu
simuliranih uvjeta realne atmosfere slične onoj
u Tuzlanskom bazenu (Lukavac, Tuzla...) u
reakcionoj komori, odredi procenat (%) razgradnje
(transformacije) „čistog“ (tabela 1.1.) benzena,
identificiraju produkti i razjasni utjecaj pojedinih
parametara okolice na ove procese.
U provedenom eksperimentu, uz prisustvo
drugih spojeva i simulirane uslova, nastali
su spojevi koji nisu određeni (identificirani u
referentnom sistemu). Neki od tih nastalih spojeva
u procesu fotohemijske reakcije transformacije
benzena u vazduhu, uz prosječne koncentracije
prisutnih polutanata realne atmosfere i utjecaju
sunčevog zračenja i temperature, su identificirani,
slika 1.1. i slika 1.2.
Problem je rješavan primjenom suvremene
spregnute i veoma osjetljive metode plinska
kromatografija-masena spektroskopija (GC/MS).
Spoj je identificiran korištenjem dviju uporednih
baza podataka spektara masa poznatih hemijskih
spojeva.
Pouzdanost rezultata potvrđuje i usporedba
spektra masa analiziranog uzorka s spektarima
masa istih spojeva iz baze spektara masa.
1. Photochemical
transformations in air
1.1. Photochemical reaction of benzene
transformations in air
It is considered that the first experimental
studies in this field have been done in USA
during the fifties of the last century. Researches
done so far have lead to numerous and important
findings. In addition to other factors, activities in
atmosphere are influenced greatly by intensity of
sun radiation.
Japanese scientists have concluded that primary
pollutants (SO2, NO2, NH3) appear in lower layers
of the atmosphere and secondary (SO42-, NH 4+,
NO3 -) in higher.
16

Particles of sulphates and H2SO4 and steams
of HNO3 appear during photochemical reactions,
where temperature has been a factor of crucial
importance.
Typical reaction of aromatic compounds is
electrophilic substitution. Part of the benzene
reaction can be shown with the following
structure:

Picture 1.1.  Sources of benzene
At room temperature of 20°C benzene is in
fluid state. Pressure of benzene steam at 26,1°C
is 13,32 kPa. These high pressures of benzene
steams cause that emitted benzene remains in the
steam form in the air of the environment.
Benzene in atmosphere is emitted from the
following main sources:
- anaerobic degradation of certain organic
compounds can lead to benzene emission in
certain concentration
- burning process (vehicles, furnaces in some
power plants with fossil fuels)
- Existence of chemical industry
- Oil refineries
- storage, transport and distribution of oil
derivates
- processes where benzene is used as
dissolver and raw material in the production
processes
- use of benzene in industry, as dissolver or
raw material
It is considered that vehicles with petrol engines
are the main sources of benzene emission in
environment.  Besides through food, people bring
benzene into their body through the air. According
to the information from the latest SZO guidelines,
there are high concentrations of benzene in
environment. Concentration varies from 3 to 160
2008
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μg/m3 of air depending on the environment (urban
or rural).
How benzene affects human body and health?
According to Goldstein benzene is haematological
poison. Similar statements are given by authors of
some other studies. Behaviour of nitrogen oxide
in atmosphere has been a subject of numerous
experiments.
Cox, for example says that high chemical
reactivity of nitrogen oxides plays a significant role
in discovering atmospheric behaviour of nitrogen
oxides. Nitrogen oxides and carbon hydroxide
(aliphatic and aromatic) accumulate in atmosphere
during night hours, while during the daytime, NO
oxides to NO2 through photolytic cycles, which is
presented in the picture 1.2.
Picture 1.3. Photochemical cycle with
participation of carbon hydrogen
unless M is nearby,   reacts again with nitrogen
monoxide creating nitrogen dioxide and oxygen,
which closes the global cycle.   
Summarised reactions of these processes are
the following:
NO2 (hν 300 – 400 nm) -> NO+O .............. (8)
Picture 1.2. Circulation of nitrogen in nature
1.2. Processes that lead to development of
photochemical smog

O + O2 + M -> O3 + M ................................ (9)
O3 (O) + NO -> NO2 + O2 .......................... (10)
Concentration of ozone may be determined by
the following equation:
O3 = k1 *I[NO2/(NO)] .................................(11)

Behaviour of nitrogen’s oxides has been a
topic of various researches. Nitrogen oxides
and carbohydrates (aliphatic and aromatic) are
accumulated in atmosphere during the night, while
NO oxides into NO2 during the daytime through a
photolytic cycle, as shown in picture 1.3 below.
A molecule of nitrogen dioxide is an efficient
absorber of ultraviolet radiation which leads its
way towards the surface of the Earth. Absorption
of ultraviolet radiation by nitrogen dioxide leads to
its dissociation to nitrogen monoxide and atomic
oxygen, which with the present molecular oxygen
(O2) creates ozone (O3). Ozone created like this,
as a high energy molecule, as well as unstable,
2008

Where:
I – strength of sunlight radiation
k1 – constant number whose value may be
determined based on absorption power
of nitrogen dioxide and constant speed
reactions (10). Concentration of ozone is
directly proportional to concentration of
NO2/NO during clear weather, as shown in
formula (11).
Constant balance in phonological process may
be determined by following formula:
K = [NO] * [O3] / [ NO2] * I ..................... (12)
17
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It is well known that carbohydrates, especially
unsaturated, take part in photolytic cycle, leading
to creation of NO2 and ozone (O3). Their contribution is based on the following:
Oxygen atom developed by dissociation of
nitrogen dioxide reacts with carbohydrates creating
free radicals and oxide substances. They react
further with nitrogen monoxide with the creation
of nitrogen dioxide. This way, nitrogen monoxide
and ozone do not react, while ozone, with the
energy transfer to other molecules, and nitrogen
dioxide came out of the cycle as stable molecules.
Ozone (O2) from the previous reaction may
react with carbohydrates, thus generating free
radicals, which may be presented by the following
equations:
O.+HC. (olef or ar) → R. + RCO . ............ (13)
O3 + HC → RCO2 + RCHO (ald) + R2CO . (ket)..
........................................................................... (14)
Reactions lead to several different aldheides
and ketones, depending on structure of initial
carbohydrates. Those compounds in presence of
moisture condensate thus creating aerosols, which
reduce the visibility. Thus created radicals RCO2
are very reactive, and in addition to other things,
they create in fact speed up creation of NO2 from
NO:
RCO2 . + NO → NO2 + RCO . .................. (15)
Or they may react with molecular oxygen thus
creating peroxide radicals
RCO . + O2 → RCO3 .................................. (16)
Reaction of NO2 with peroxide oxygen
produces several peroxialkylnitrates, of which
peroxiacetylnitrate is the most common one
(PAN):

In reaction with organic radicals, NO2 may
create acyl-nitrates, which is one of the ways to
remove NO2 from atmosphere.
Acyl-nitrates are due to lack of peroxide (-oo-), weaker oxidants. Life cycle of atmospheric
oxygen oxides includes oxidation of  NO into NO2
as well as oxidation of NO2 into N2O3, PAN or
aerosol nitrate.
Molecule ability to absorb energy depends on
correspondence between radiation energy and
energy of certain molecule stages. Energy of solar
or artificial (visible or ultraviolet) radiation is
strong enough to awake electrons in the molecule.
Molecules are awake when they turn to electrically
awake stages (singles, S1 or triplets, T1, T3) from
their basic stage (S0). Energy that the compounds
gain through photo excitation is mainly similar to
the energy of covalent bond and leads to structural
changes in molecules of many compounds.
Molecule absorbs radiation energy in quants
called photons. They give energy needed to awake
specific electrons. Since the photon energy is
proportional to frequency of absorbed radiation,
photon molecule has different energy, which
depends on molecule and covered transition.
Photochemical reactions are usually monomolecular or bimolecular reactions. In monomolecular
reaction electronically awake molecule goes into
chemical change without interaction with other
molecules and inner molecular restructuring of
atoms are typical monomolecular photo reactions,
like tearing of bonds under the influence of light
(photolysis).
In bio-molecule photoreaction, the awake
molecule usually reacts with molecule in basic
stage. Reactions between two awake molecules
is not usual, because in ordinary photochemical
processes concentration of every molecule is
small.
2.3. Photochemistry of benzene

As well as aromatic compound, peroxibenzoilnitrate, PBzN.
Peroxialkylnitrate are toxic. As strong oxidants,
they are known as fito-oxidants.
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According to some information about aromatic
carbon hydroxides (where benzene and biphenyl
are included), Turbine pertaining to the reactivity
of these bonds, is divided in six groups.
The biggest ability to react have: benzo(a)tetracene, Pentacle and terracing, because of which
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they are in the first group. Benzene and bynefile
are the most stable and form the sixth group of this
classification.
Speed of aromatic rings oxidation is very different. Benzene under high temperature (t ≈ 450°C)
and using catalyst V2O5 oxides (see reaction
num. 2). In comparison with benzene, one ring of
naftyletic system oxides much faster, then both, and
anthracite can easily oxide in 9,10 antranicone.
Santro believes that photochemical oxidation of
aromate may be shown in the following reaction:
1) Initiation
2) Interaction with aromatic ring
3) Reaction of chain, expansion (opening of
benzene ring)
4) Creation of the main oxidation products:
CO, CO2 and H2O
The assumption is that initial reaction of
aromatic carbon hydroxides oxidation in low
temperatures goes through the process of
hydrogen deduction by molecule oxygen, thus
creating radicals, which are mainly unstable.
Oxidation of benzene can be shown as follows:
With free radicals different regencies react,
including atmospheric oxygen. Under the influence
of atmospheric oxygen, peroxide oxide appears:
.

C6 H 5 + O2 → C 6 H 5 O

.

.................................(17)

......... (21)

......... (22)
Identical interpretation of these benzene transformations are also shown by Brezinsky who
considers that acetylene, maleinic and oxal acid
give the following compounds: formaldehyde,
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, water and OH.
If the above-mentioned transformations with
oxygen in air are done with presence of oxygen
oxides and sun radiation (experiments of the third
cycle), there is possibility of creating more nitro
compounds of benzene or phenol, which may be
presented as follows:
O2
C6H5. →

NO

C6H5OO. → C6H5ONO2 +

+ C6H5O .............................................................(23)
2C6H5O .

O2
N

→ o - C6H4(OH)NO2 + m

- C6H4(OH)NO2........................................... (24)

HOO

.→ C6H5OH + O2 ......... (25)

Besides this reaction it may be expected that
phenol peroksy benzene appears as oxidation
product, which is not stable and reacts further
with new benzene molecules thus creating
phenol(C6H5OH), which with molecular oxygen
makes dihydroxibenzene, a compound with two
OH groups, hydroquinone and pirokatehol, and
through the following reactions:

These same products may appear if the benzoil
radical is present in the air (C6H5CO), which
create CO and phoenix radicals by transformation,
according to the below equation:

C6H5OO. + C6H6 → C6H5O. + C6H5OH . .. (18)

C6H5CO . + O2 → C6H5O . + CO2 . ............ (26)

C6H5O. + C6H6 → C6H5OH + C6H5 .......... (19)

According to Brucmann aromatic compounds
in the atmosphere, under the influence of sun
radiation, OH compounds or ozone, nitrate
compounds produce new compounds (aldehids,
ketenes, nitrites, nitrates, acids) as well as
reproduces whose further transformation under
sun radiation creates CO and CO2.

C6H5OH + O2 → C6H4(OH) .+ HOO . ........ (20)
So created dihydrobenzenes are also unstable,
so in presence of oxygen they react with oxygen so
that through hydroquinone they lead to occurrence
of maleinic acid and acetylene, as shown in
equation below:
2008

C6H5O.

C6H5CO . → C6H5 . + CO or
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Table 1.1. Influence of daily temperature and illumination on cumulative degradation of benzene in
pure air
Temperature, T/0C

Degradation R/%

Exp.

Day

Illumination
(lx *105)

in chamber

in envin.

daily

I

A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B

54,7
32,2
55,2
7,7
40,4
12,5
5,6
5,6
26,5
33,1
49,1
32,3
34,3
23,7
50,5
37,1
47,2
30,6

35
33
35
29
33,2
23
23,2
16,7
25,6
33,1
27,5
33,1
31
30,2
32,8
28,7
27,4
31,3

50
30,2
32
26
30,1
22,5
23
17,7
25
33,2
30,3
30,2
30,7
29,4
27
27,6
26,5
29,5

69,11
14,7
77,267
4,27
54,23
8,58
22,57
4,6
55,46
30,2
61,04
15,8
40,99
12,31
46,9
16,51
54,3
13,53

II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX

The data obtained from the chromatogram
for sample and the chromatogram for standard
benzene solution in CS2 (0,1 µl/ml)) are used to
calculate concentration of benzene in the taken
volume of sample.
Calculation of benzene per m3 of air, in fact
in the overall volume of the chamber are done
based on data and known overall vehement of the
distortional solution with recorded data on volume
of air from which the benzene is absorbed.
The following formula may used for calculation
of benzene concentration:
CB =

C

n1 R
nk ( mg )
V
m3

cumulative
83,81
82,53
62,81
27,17
89,75
76,84
53,3
63,41
67,83

n - Number of electrostatic values of the
standard   
k   - benzene distortion coefficient
R  	- attenuations
V  - Volume of the air from which benzene is
absorbed.
Based on the determined concentrations of
benzene in reaction chamber of the first, and after
the influence of solar radiation, on the second
day, the concentration was controlled and the
transformations of benzene are monitored in
dependence on deflating parameters. The picture
1.4. shows:

where:
CB 	 - Concentration of benzene, mg/m3
C   - concentration of standard solution,
n - number of electrostatic values in the sample
1
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*= marks fraction of products photochemical
demolish of benzene

Picture 1.4. Gas chromatograms of the analyzed
products photochemical oils diction of benzene
and of pollution
During the first cycle of research, S-1 ten
two-day experiments have been done and results
in table 1.1 obviously show that with increased
chamber illumination benzene degrades more.
Results obtained from the sample analysis after
the first day of the experiment show that there
is a high percentage of benzene degradation in
days with average illumination between 40 and
55*10 5lx. At that time benzene was degrading in
amounts of 45% to 77%. If the illumination was
lower benzene degradation would be lowered.
With illumination of 50 to 40 / 105lx degradation
varied from 22% to 45%.

Results obtained during the second day of
experiment show lower amount of degradation,
from 0,00% to 45,3%.
In parallel with monitoring of chamber
illumination, temperature in the chamber and in
the environment were recorded, as well as time,
parameters affecting the changes in chamber
(meteorological conditions).
If the cumulative degradation of benzene is
observed, actually degradation of benzene during
two-day exposure of the chamber to sun radiation,
it may be noticed that in none experiment benzene
hasn’t degraded totally during that period.
During data processing with mathematical
and static methods, it has been concluded that
influence of illumination in chamber to benzene
may be shown as follows:
a) Coefficient of correlation:
r1 = 0,8359 (for the first day)
r2 = 0,7909 (for the second day)
b) Type of equation = ax + b,
Degradation:
R1 = 7,155*10-6* lx + 25,35 (for the first day)
R2 = 5,686*10-6*lx + 0,08 (for the second day)
a = coefficient of degradation speed
b = constant value

Table 1.2. Daily and cumulative degradation of benzene with presence of azot suboxyde (third cycle of
measuring)
Exp.
I

Day

illumination
(lx *105)

Temperature, T/0C
in chamber

in envin.

A
43,20
35,10
26,00
B
49,70
34,80
29,16
II
A
48,70
36,30
29,00
B
36,93
35,00
29,00
III*
A
35,45
35,50
25,00
B
48,60
21,70
14,66
IV
A
45,10
34,00
25,16
B
39,80
21,30
18,83
V
A
35,25
30,40
21,33
B
39,10
31,60
23,06
VI
A
16,18
27,40
22,86
B
16,65
22,60
19,93
Reaction chamber was exposed to sun radiation from 5pm to 5:5pm
*results make no sense
2008

Degradation R/%
daily
12,62
1,42
33,69
9,76
*
*
52,20
0,00
53,95
0,00
56,43
0,00

cumulative
14,04
43,45
*
52,20
53,90
56,43
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Dependence of benzene degradation on
temperature:
a) Coefficient of linear correlation which has values:
r1=0,6379
r2=0, 8373
b) Equation: R1=1,455* T+10,6
			
R2=0, 6304* T-6, 47
2. Conclusions
The concentrations of benzene and alkyl
benzenes in ambient air are interesting for two
significant reasons. First, benzene and the alkyl
benzenes are known to be photo chemically
reactive. Second, it is suspected that long-term
exposure to even trace levels of benzene and
other aromatics can have harmful effects and
concern for these effects has led to a recent OSHA
emergency exposure limit for benzene in air.
The common methods that were used for
measurement of benzene and alkyl benzene
concentrations in ambient air employ either
“trapping” or freeze-concentration of samples
before analysis. These pre concentration steps are
usually necessary because of the limited sensitivity
of the flame ionization detection (FID) technique
employed for the analysis. However we were using
for benzene determination and identification and
other organic components very sensitive method
GC/MS in the air that was cleaned by active coal. We
presented our results on tables, gas chromatogramsmass spectrums and pictures.
Presence of other pollutants in the air in bigger
amounts decreases the degradation of benzene
during the first day of experiment.
It has been concluded:
- About 51,7% of benzene had been degraded
daily in clean air
- In air with presence of NO2 percentage
of degraded benzene was 39,09% in
average during the first day of experiment.

Picture 2.1.

Picture 2.2.

Picture 2.3.
Proved by using internet    
http://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?Spec=
C34042825&Index=0&Type=Mass&Large=on

We also identified compounds mentioned in  
method (GC/MS). Chromatogram presented   the
sample 6 and 8 and identified  compounds 3,3 di
methyl   1,1 bi naftalyn in the same way as other
compounds.
22
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Table 3.1. Identification of compounds sample number 6 and 8
Sample

Exp.N0

6

EVI/1

and

and

8

EVIII/1

Name
3,3-DIMETIL-1,1BINAFTIL

Formula

Mol.
Weight

C22H18

282

Structure

3,3-DIMETIL-1,1BINAFTIN
6

EVI/1

1-PIPERIDINAMIN or

C5H12N2

100

N-AMINOPIPERIDIN
1-PIPERIDINAMIN or
N-AMINOPIPERIDIN
6

8

EVI/1

EVIII/1

1,3 - DIKLOR BENZEN
*

C6H4Cl2

146

9METOKSIFENANTREN

C15H12O

208

1,10-FENANTROLIN2,9-DIMETIL

C14H12N2

208

TEOFILIN ETIL

C9H12O2N4

208
1,10-FENANTROLIN2,9-DIMETIL

8

EVIII/1

1-NITRONAFTALEN or

C10H7O2N

173

2- NITRONAFTALEN

1-NITRONAFTALEN or
2- NITRONAFTALEN

2008
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THE ROLE OF EDUCATIONAL
AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
FUNCTION IN SUSTAINABLE
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
REALIZATION
Uloga obrazovne i znanstveno-istraživačke
funkcije u realizaciji održivog regionalnog
razvoja
Jozo Bejic1, Ante Miškovic2
Federal Ministry of development, entrepreneurship and craft of Bosnia and Herzegovina
Faculty of Engineering and Computer Science, University of Mostar, Bosnia and Herzegovina

1
2

Summary
Contemporary directions of economy development and trading conditions put upon need
of effective connecting of educational and
scientific organizations with the economy in total.
Improvement of economy environment throughout
the country can be achieved through integrated
approach. Well organized region and their well
organized economy can find a way to EU funds. A
task of educational, scientific agencies for transfer
of knowledge and technologies, business centers,
technology parks, etc. in the globalization and
transitional period is: development of suitable
environment, technology transfer, accessing market and fight for protection of proper market.
The way of organizing research organizations
in regional innovative system is of big practical
significance. Researches concern metal processing
industry complex of Herzegovina region.
Key words: development, research organization, economy.
2008

SAŽETAK
Suvremeni pravci razvoja gospodarstva i tržišni
uvjeti privređivanja nameću potrebu učinkovitog
povezivanja obrazovnih i znanstveno-istraživačkih
organizacija sa ukupnim gospodarstvom. Unapređenje ekonomskog okruženja širom zemlje
može se postići putem integriranog pristupa.
Dobro organizirane regije i u njima organizirano
gospodarstvo naći će put do fondova EU-a. Zadatak
obrazovnih, znanstveno-istraživačkih agencija za
transfer znanja i tehnologija, poslovnih centara,
tehnoloških parkova i sl. u periodu globalizacije
i tranzicije je: izgradnja povoljnog okruženja,
transfer tehnologija, osvajanje tržišta i borba da se
ne izgubi vlastito tržište.
Način organiziranja istraživačkih organizacija
u regionalnom inovacijskom sustavu ima veliki
praktični značaj. Istraživanja se odnose na metaloprerađivački kompleks regije Hercegovina.
Ključne riječi: razvoj, istraživačka organizacija, gospodarstvo.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Improvement of economy environment
throughout the country can be achieved thorough
Regional development presents key instrument      integrated regional approach. Well organized
forsupportandspeedingupofsocialreforms.Regional regions and their small economy will find the way
economy development is a process that happens; it to EU funds.
is a dynamic process of building implementation
Regional innovative system structure can
of integral programs for economy development. be different and depends on bigger number of
During the transition focus should be on designing elements. Choice and design of regional innovative
and implementing complete concept of sustainable system structure depends on harmony of goals
development market model and advanced society. of managers, ecologists and level of technical
Solution has to be searched in new product, knowledge.
new technology and, first of all, in new
philosophy of economy. Transition is
inevitable and can be achieved only with
privatization which can be useful or not.
Main goal is to create a framework for
sustainable economy development and
advanced society. That high goal can
be achieved only with comprehensive
scientific researches, consensus on regional
development, and adoption of complete
concept of market model and regional innovative Table 2. One of the How to create regional policy
system.
models
2. ROLE AND WAY OF KNOWLEDGE
TRANSFER
For development activation (solving strategic
task, project implementation, production establishment, etc.) is required, besides other,
following elements: idea, staff for realization of
the idea, environment which can accept the idea
and means.

Structure of regional innovative center consists
of brand new subjects (agencies for technology
transfer, R&D centers, business centers, technology
parks, and technical informative centers) for which
the idea means capital and information means
product. Achieving, in that way, scientific-research
function and supporting small and medium-sized
businesses, as most vital part of economy, they
influence society development directly.
Successful SME with their networking
overcome regional frameworks creating clusters
and directly transform small economy into
‘’large’’.
In the region where, during the establishment
of sustainable development, mentioned value
systems exist, advanced society is created.

Table1. Regional innovative system
26
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Table 3.  Compliance
between the goals and levels
of technical knowledge.

2008
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3. CREATING SUITABLE
ENVIRONMENT FOR ECONOMY
DEVELOPMENT OF METAL
PROCESSING COMPLEX
For development activation (solving strategic
task, project implementation, production establishment, etc) following elements, listed
according to importance, are necessary:

-

Concept of new product (production)
Work on realization of the concept
Environment suitable for the concept
Means of realization (provision of funds for
investment).

Table 4. Process in TC „From concept to decision on new product”
28
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4. CONCLUSION

5. LITERATURE

On the basis of given following conclusions are
made:

1. Mišković A, Kevelj J. Haznadarević L. Appendix
to the study of possibility of revitalization of metal
processing complex, RIM 2003, Bihać

- Educational institutions (high schools and
faculties) don’t give good, inventive and
entrepreneurial knowledge to the students
- It’s a long way from the concept (from
college to SME) to realization in form of
product.
- Forming institutions (business centers,
technology parks, technology transfer
agencies) are necessary for creating of
science-research function and conditions
for market activity by eco-social market
model.
- Regional innovative system, technicalinnovative centers, business associations,
knowledge and technology transfer agencies
should be formed on market conditions of
business as a term of SME’s need.
- Building awareness to create our own future
and that SME are most vital part of economy
and that approach to structure funds of
EU leads through regional development
agencies, i.e. programs that support
development of SME’s.
- Building eco-social market model would be
optimal version for countries in transition
that were, for a long time, in system of
planned economy.

2. Čatić Some definitions of technics, technology
and culture, Polymers, magazines for plastic and
rubber, no. 1-2/97, Zagreb.
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ANALYSIS OF BALANCING
OF FOUR-BAR MECHANISM
WITH SLIDING JOINT
Analiza uravnoteženja četverozglobnog
mehanizma sa kliznim zglobom
Avdo Voloder1, Dzafer Kudumovic2
1
2

Faculty of mechanical engineering Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina
Faculty of mechanical engineering Tuzla, Bosnia and Herzegovina

SUMMARY
This paper presents analysis of influence of
single parameters on balancing of inertial forces of
four-bar mechanism with sliding joint, by addition
of new masses. Terms which describe mutual
relations between geometrical characteristics of
mechanism, values of fundamental masses, additional masses, as positions of inertia centre of
mechanism after addition of additional masses, are
derived. In target illustration of using of obtained
equations, an example is shown.
Key words: four-bar, sliding joint, inertial
forces, additional mass, balancing.
SAŽETAK
Rad prikazuje analizu uticaja pojedinih
parametara na uravnoteženje inercijalnih sila četverozglobnog mehanizma sa jednim kliznim zglobom,
putem dodavanja novih masa.  Izvedeni su izrazi koji
opisuju međusobne relacije između  geometrijskih
karakteristika mehanizma, vrijednosti osnovnih
masa, dodatnih masa, kao i položaja centra inercije
mehanizma nakon dodavanja dodatnih masa. U
cilju ilustracije primjene dobijenih izraza prikazan
je jedan primjer.
Ključne riječi: četverozglob, klizni zglob,
inercijalne sile, uravnoteđenje.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Inertial forces in mechanisms can make big
reactive forces in kinematic pairs.  Inertial forces
increase with increase of mass of mechanism’s
members and its accelerations. Decrease or total
elimination of influence of inertial forces we can
attain by optimal distribution of mechanism’s
masses (balancing of masses). If by construction
of mechanism such optimal distribution don’t
attained, then we can attain it by addition of
masses on single members of mechanism. By
addition masses new inertial forces arise, which
cancel existing inertial forces.   
In target analysis of conditions of balancing of
masses we start of condition for main vector of
inertial forces


FRin = −∑ m i a i = 0 ,                                      (1)
i

where:

a i - acceleration of single point of mechanism,
we obtain
∑ m i x i = 0 ,

(2)

∑ m i y i = 0 ,

(3)

∑ m izi = 0 .

(4)

i
i
i
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According of condition for main momentum of
inertial forces in case balancing

 
M iOn = −∑ m i [ri , a i ] =
i


x0
= −∑ m i x i
i
x i


y0
yi
y i

(5)


z0
zi = 0
z i

i

(6)

∑ m i (y i x i − x i y i ) = 0 .

(8)

For mechanism with one degree of freedom, for
coordinate xi of point Mi of mechanism, we have
x i = x i (ϕ) ,

d2xi
d xi
 ∑ m i z i
+ϕ
= 0.
2
dϕ
dϕ
i

(16)

On similar way  we obtain

(7)

i

(15)

For plane mechanism term (4) is satisfied
automatically.
According terms (6), (10) and (11) we have

i

∑ m i z i x i = 0 ,
i

y C = const.

ϕ 2 ∑ m i z i

we have  
∑ m i z i y i = 0 ,

On similar way, from (3), (10), (11) we obtain

(9)

where is:  
ϕ - angle of working member of mechanism.

ϕ 2 ∑ m i z i
i

d2xi
d xi
 ∑ m i z i
+ϕ
= 0.
2
dϕ
dϕ
i

(17)

By transformation of terms (16) and  (17) we
obtain next conditions
J yz = const ,

(18)

J xz = const .

(19)

If plane (x,y) is plane of symmetry, what usually
is satisfied for plane mechanisms, then conditions
(18) and (19) is satisfied automatically. It’s need
satisfied conditions (14) and (15) by addition
mass.

Derivatives of this term by time are  
d xi
ϕ
x i =
dϕ
d2xi 2 d xi
 .
x i =
ϕ +
ϕ
dϕ
d ϕ2

(10)

(11)

From terms (2), (10), (11) this term following
d2xi
d xi
ϕ ⋅ ∑ m i
 ⋅ ∑ m i
+ϕ
= 0.
2
dϕ
dϕ
i
i
2

(12)

Term (12) is satisfied for each angle ϕ, if
d2xC
d xC
= 0 ,       
= 0,
dϕ
d ϕ2

(13)

x C = const.

(14)

or
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2. BALANCING OF MASSES OF THE
FOUR-BAR MECHANISM WITH
SLIDING JOINT
Picture 1. shows the four-bar linkage having
one sliding   joint, with additional masses which
are necessary in target dynamic balancing
mechanism’s masses.  Let us introduce signs: m1 ,

m 2 , m 3 - masses of mechanism’s members before   
*
*
*
addition of masses, m1 , m 2 , m 3 - additional
masses,  C1, C2, C3  -  positions of inertia centre of
members before    addition of masses,  M1, M2, M3
- positions of additional masses,  and:  




L1 = A B ,    p1 = A C1 , q 1 = A M 1 , p 2 = B C 2 ,   




q 2 = B M 2 , L 3 = E D ,   p 3 = E C 3 , q 3 = E M 3 ,   

L4 = A E .
31
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and we can write     

Vector of inertia centre of mechanism is

rc =


sin ϕ 2 
cos θ 
ξ2 =
⋅ ξ3 +
⋅i
sin ϕ 3 .
sin ϕ 3

[



1
m1 p1 + m1* q 1 +
*
∑ mi + ∑ mi
i

i

Term (20) is now has form





+ m 2 L1 + p 2 + m *2 L1 + q 2 +

(

)

(





		+ m 3 L 4 + p 3 + m *3 L 4 + q 3

(

)

(

)

)]

(20)


rc =



1
*
m
p
+
m
q
+
m
L
1
1
1
1
2
1 +
*
∑ mi + ∑ mi

[

i

i


 sin ϕ 2 
cos θ  
+ m 2 p 2 
⋅ ξ3 +
⋅ i  + m *2 L1 +
sin ϕ 3 
 sin ϕ 3
 sin ϕ 2 
cos θ  
+ m *2 q 2 
⋅ ξ3 +
⋅ i+.
sin ϕ 3 
 sin ϕ 3




(28)
+ m 3 L 4 + p 3 + m *3 L 4 + q 3 .

(

Picture1. Four-bar linkage having one sliding joint


Vectors   p 2 and q 2 are


p 2 = p 2ξ2 ,


q 2 = q 2ξ2 ,

(21)
(22)


p 2 and
vectors  
where:   p2,  q2 – projections of


q 2 on direction of  member 2,   ξ 2 - unit vector on

direction of member 2.


ξ
ξ
3
2
need express by unit vector
Unit vector

on direction
of member 3 and unit vector i or unit

vector j .   We can write



ξ 2 = cos ϕ 2 i + sin ϕ 2 j ,



ξ 3 = cos ϕ 3 i + sin ϕ 3 j .

(23)
(24)

From (23) and (24) we have

sin (ϕ 3 − ϕ 2 ) 
sin ϕ 2 
ξ2 =
⋅ ξ3 +
⋅i.
sin ϕ 3
sin ϕ 3

(25)

Relation between angles ϕ 2 , ϕ3 and angle
between members 2 and   3  (angle θ)  is
θ = ϕ 2 + 9 0 0 − ϕ3

32

(27)

(26)

)

(

)]

If we introduce vectors in direction of single
members of mechanism
1
⋅
*
∑ mi + ∑ mi
i
i


⋅ m1 p1 + m1* q 1 + m 2 + m *2 L1 ,

η1 =

[

(


η3 =

) ]

(29)

1
⋅
*
∑ mi + ∑ mi
i

i


sin ϕ 2 

 
⋅  m 2 p 2 + m *2 q 2
ξ 3 + m 3 p 3 + m *3 q 3  ,  
sin ϕ 3


		
(30)

(


η4 =

)

1
⋅
*
∑ mi + ∑ mi
i

i

 

cos θ 
⋅  m 2 p 2 + m *2 q 2
i + m 3 + m *3 L 4  ,     
sin ϕ 3


(31)

(

)

(

)

then according conditions (14), (15)   we can
write:   
  
η1 + η3 + η4 = const.

(32)

This condition will be satisfied in each position
of mechanism, if
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η1 = 0 , η3 = 0 ,    η4 = const.

(33)


Condition:   η1 = 0    is satisfied when

(

)

m1p1 + m1*q1 + m 2 + m *2 L1 = 0 .

(34)


η3 = 0 is satisfied when
Condition
m 2 p 2 + m *2 q 2 = 0

(35)

It’s need make analysis of influence of single
additional masses on values its positions on
mechanism.  
According obtained equations, positions of
additional masses and positions of inertia centre in
dependence of  single additional mass are obtained,
in case balancing of masses of mechanism (pic.
q (m * )
2, 3, 4). For i = j ,  curve j i   has hyperbolic
form, while for i ≠ j   this dependence has form of
direction.

and
m 3 p 3 + m *3 q 3 = 0 .

(36)

If satisfied condition (35) automatically is

satisfied condition:   η4 = const. ,   or

η4 =


1
*
, (37)
m
+
m
L
3
3
4 = const.
*
∑ mi + ∑ mi

(

i

)

i

then inertia centre has position  
xC =

1
m 3 + m *3 L 4 .
*
m
m
+
∑ i ∑ i

(

i

)

(38)

Picture 2. Positions of additional masses and of
inertia centre in dependence of mass
*
m1* ( m *2 = 2 kg, m 3 = 3 kg)

i

Terms (34), (35), (36), (38) show conditions of
balancing of masses of four-bar linkage having one
sliding joint.  From this equations we can obtain for
unknown values according others known values.  
3. EXAMPLE
In target illustration of using of obtained
equations, we present an example. For mechanism Picture 3. Positions of additional masses and of
on picture 1.   is lengths of single members:   inertia centre in dependence of mass
*
L1 = 150 mm,    L 3 = 300 mm,     L 4 = 600 mm;
m*2 ( m1* = 4 kg, m 3 = 3 kg)
position of inertia centre of members without
additional masses: p1 = 90 mm,    p 2 = 300 mm,    
p 3 = 150 mm;   masses   of members without
additional masses:    m1 = 1,5 kg,    m 2 = 3   kg,      
m3 = 2 kg.
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ENVIROMENTAL
ULTRAVIOLENT AND
INFRARED RADIATION
Ultraljubičasto i infracrveno zračenje u okolišu
Aida Dervisevic¹, Azra Kudumovic¹
Faculty of Medicine,University of Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Summary
Ultraviolent (UV), and infrared radiation is a
category of nonionised radiation.
Nonionised radiation stands for radiation where
electric charged fragments – ions in atoms and
material molecules in radiation influence are not
formed.
Ionised and nonionised radiation makes an
electromagnetic spectrum. Electromagnetic radiation means emition of electromagnetic waves from
some source. The type of electromagnetic radiation
is defined by theirs wave` s lenght, which are also
defined by biologic activity of these waves.
In spite of lenght of   biological activity,
electromagnetic radiation depends on frequency
and radiation energy.
Biological activity of nonionised radiation
depends on:
source dimension
frequency of emited radiation
radiation intensity
type of emited radiation
cell or molecular tissue structure
organ` s dimension
functional radiation of organs and tissue
which are touched
• an amount of air which come to Earth
depends on season and period of day, it
means that it depends how thick layer of
atmosphere rays have to pass and with what
angle they fall on the Earth.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Infrared and ultraviolent radiation is around
us every day, whether it is radiation from Sun
or   radiation from artificial source especially
on working place. In this paper, all relevant
characteristics of this radiation and their use in
techology and everyday life are described, but also
the safest protective   equipment has to be used
during  working  with radiation in order  to provide
protction from damages and consequences caused
by radiation.
One advice is; for knowing to use, benefits,
damages, consequences of radiation; we have to
be familiar with, at least elementary things from
ultraviolent and infrared radiation and their place
in electromagnetic radiation spectrum.
Key words: Ultraviolent, infrared radiation,
Sun, waves, damages, health.
Sažetak
Ultraljubičasto i infracrveno zračenje spadaju u
kategoriju nejonizirajućih zračenja.
Pod nejonizirajućim zračenjem podrazumijevamo ono zračenje gdje ne dolazi do
stvaranja električni nabijenih čestica – jona u
atomima i molekulama materije pod dejstvom
zračenja.
Jonizirajuće zračenje zajedno sa nejonizirajućim
zračenjem čini elektromagnetni spektar.
Elektromagnetno zračenje predstavlja emisiju
elektromagnetnih talasa iz nekog izvora. Vrsta
elektromagnetnog zračenja određena je njihovim
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talasnim dužinama, koja određuje i biološku
aktivnost ovih talasa.
Pored talasne dužine biološka aktivnost elektromagnetskog zračenja zavisi i od frekvencije i
energije zračenja. Biološko dejstvo nejonizirajućeg
zračenja zavisi od:
Dimenzije izvora (tačkasti ili zapreminski),
Frekvencije emitovanog zračenja,
Intenziteta zračenja,
Načina emitovanja zračenja,
Ćelijskog ili molekularnog sastava tkiva,
Dimenzije organa i
Funkcionalnog zračenja organa i tkiva koja
su zahvaćena.
• Količina zraka koja siže do Zemlje varira
sa sezonom i dobom dana, odnosno ovisi o
tome koliko debeo sloj atmosfere ove zrake
moraju proći i pod kojim uglom padaju na
Zemlju.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ultraljubičasto i infracrveno zračenje nas
svakodnevno okružuje, bilo kao zračenje Sunca ili
kao zračenje vještačkih izvora posebno na radnim
mjestima. U pvom radu smo iznijeli sve bitne
karakteristike ovih zračenja i njihovu upotrebu
u tehnologiji i svakodnevnom životu, ali ujedno
moramo koristiti i maksimalnu zaštitu da bi
spriječili oštečenja i posljedice izazvane zračenjem
koja nisu nimalo bezazlena.
Da bi znali upotrebu, korist, oštečenje,
posljedice zračenja moramo dobro svako po na
osob naučiti bar osnovne pojmove ultraljubičastog
i infracrvenog zračenja i njihovo mjesto u spektru
elektromagnetnog zračenja.
Ključne riječi: Ultraljubičasto, infracrveno,
zračenje, sunce, talasi, štetnost, zdravlje.

Electromagnetic radiation means emition
electromagnetic waves from some source. The
type of electromagnetic radiation is defined by
theirs wave` s lenght, which also define biologic
activity of these waves. (2)
The division of electromagnetic spectrum
according to wave´ lenght is in the table number
1. (2)
Table 1. Division of electromagnetic spectrum
WAVE´S
LENGHT

TYPE OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC
SPECTRUM

1 mm – 1 m

Microwaves

750 nm – 1 m

infrared radiation

380 nm- 750 nm

visible light

10 nm – 380 nm

ultraviolent radiation

< 10 nm

X rays

< 0,01 nm

gama radiation

In spite of lenght of biological activity,
electromagnetic radiation depends on frequency
and radiation energy. (3)
Biological activity of nonionised radiation
depends on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

source dimension
frequency of emited radiation
radiation intensity
type of emited radiation
cell or molecular tissue structure
organ` s dimension
functional radiation of organs and tissue
which are touched. (4)

Introduction
Ultraviolent and infrared radiation is a category
of nonionised radiation.
Nonionised radiation means radiation whre
electric charged fragments are not formed – ions
in atoms and material molecules in radiation
influence.( 1 )
Ionised and nonionised radiation makes an
electromagnetic spectrum.
2008

Picture 1. Visible radiation1

1

http://www.fot-o-grafiti.hr/slike/nauchi/svjetlo_i_  ...
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Ultraviolent radiation
UV radiation is the part of electromagnetic
spectrum, between visible light and rays. It
belongs to spectrum from 400 nm to 100 nm of
wave´s lenght.
Depending of wave´s lenght UV rays can be:
• UV-A rays, wave´s lenght from 400 nm to
315 nm
• UV-B rays, wave´s lenght from 315 nm to
280 nm
• UV-C rays, wave´s lenght from 280 nm to
100 nm. (1)

Picture 2. Rays that reach the Earth2
Artificial sources
The arteficial sources of UV rays are:
• Electric arch
• Red-hot strong body
• Diverse generators
• Laser.

The source of UV rays can be:
• Natural
• Artificial.
Natural sources
Only natural source of UV rays is the SUN.
From total solar energy, 9 % are the UV rays.
Majority part is with wave´s lenght beetween 400
nm and 300 nm, but 14 % belong to wave´s lenght
from 300 nm and less. More of the half part of this
radiation which arrive from Sun is apsorbed by
Earth atmosphere. If the ray wave´s lenght,shorter
than 300 nm could arrive to Earth, they would
destroy every form of life. From destroying effect
of UV rays, the Earth is protected by Ozone layer.
(1)
The amount of UV rays on Earth depend of
season and time of day, respectively through thick
layer the rays have to pass and by which angle
they arrive on Earth. Durring the winter, small
amount of UV rays arrive on Earth. Small amount
of UV rays, also arrive in the early morning and
late afternoon. The amount of UV rays is high on
mountain. The snow reflects about 75 %  of UV
rays.

Picture 3. Laser3
Arteficial   UV rays also can be produced by
mercury lamp.
UV rays used, are produced by fluorescent
lamp. UV rays are used in laboratory, for example
for discovering porfirine in urine.

2
3
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http://www.export.gov.il/Eng/_Uploads/4076ozon.jpg  
http://www.force.dk/NR/rdonlyres/2AD0D02F-15A1- ...
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Picture 4. UV lamps4
They are used also for discovering   foreign
substances in materials. Bactericide effects of UV
rays are used in sterilisation of water, food and
air.

Picture 5. Bactericide lamps5
In medicine UV rays are used in some
dermatological disease like psoriasis, atipical
dermatitis, acne and furuncle. (1)

Picture 6. Acnes

4
5

http://img81.imageshack.us/img81/9112/z000901ak3.jpg  
http://www.beogradmontaza.com/naslovna/proizvodni_ ...
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Picture 7. Psoriasis
UV ontsmetting is a method that is first used
for analyse moleculars structures. The absorbtion
UV (180 – 350 nm) influence to activation of
electrons. (2)

Picture 8.  UV-ontsmetting 6
UV radiation and work medicine
UV radiation can be found on work places
in metal industry, construction industry. The
biological effect of the UV radiation  is based on
making of damage on cornea and conjuctive whith
blepharospasm and photophobia. Actinic effect on
skin after long exposition can have consequences
on skin making keratosis and skin cancer. Periodical
medical exam has to be done every 24 months for
the workers and that means exam of eyes function,
clinical exam and laboratory tests. (1)

6

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb ...
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Table 2. working places and types of electromagnetic radiation
THE TYPE OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC
RADIATION

WORKING PLACES

PROFESIONAL DAMAGES

mycrowaves

Mycrowave ovens and generators

Termal efficiency

Infrared radiation

Metalurgy, glass industry

Termal efficiency, cataracta

Visible light

Bad lght during work

Tireness, sight damaging

Ultraviolet radiation

Velding, metalurgy, outdoor influencess

Eye damaging, skin cancer, burns

Appropriate protect for workers  is the used of
glasses with a special filter protection and put
special screens on source of radiation. On the
working places worker should be on the bigger
distance from the source of radiation and working
place, also, should be often ventilated. ( 1 )
The biological effect of UV
radiation and effect on the
body
UV radiation accelerate the tonus of adrenals
system and secretion of some hormons. They
produce D vitamin from ergosterol in the human
skin, so they prevent rachitis. (1)
Many experiments and studies have been
made and conclusion is that the UV radiation can
increase  the  system o immunity from respiratory
disease. (5)
The benefit of sun depends on the human moods
especially to season depression. (6)
However,   there are ,also, many negative Sun
influence on the skin. The exposition on Sun reduces
cholesterol. The solution is easy. We don´t have to
avoid the Sun, we have to make some steps for
effective protection to get from Sun only the best.
Sunning is modern status symbol, sign of helthy
and  beautiful body. Medical experts offen tell that
it is dangerous to enyoj  the basking in the  Sun.
But, people still do the uncontroled sun basking
that brings unfixible damages on skin. Three basic
type of UV radiation are UV A, UV B and UV C.
(7)
UV A, UV B rays come to Earth and skin. UV
C rays stay apsorbed in  atmosphere. UV B rays
make an   acute skin damage. UV A rays make
spontaneus and direct skin pigmentation. (8)
40

Picture 9.D vitamin syntesis (8)
UV index
UV index shows degree of UV radiation. The
scale is from 0 to 10 ( the most dangerous).
The most dangerous -UV index higher than 9
(12- 14 o´clock).
More dangerous- UV index from 7 to 8,9       
(10-12 and 14-16 p.m.).
Medium dangerous- UV index from 4 to 6,9  
(8-10 o´clock and 16-18 p.m. ).
Less dangerous – UV index less than 4 (early
in mornings and late afternoon, there is no
dangerous). (9)
The protection from the Sun light include:
• Wearing sunglasses with UV filters
• Wearing adecvate clothes
• Using creme with high SPF ( sun protective
factor); majority cream are with SPF from
15 to 25. (8)
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Picture 10. UV index for Europa7
Infrared radiation
Infrared rays represent the fotons that are
moving throught the space in straight line, in speed
of light. All bodies that have temperature higher
than apsolute zero emitet infrared rays.
The simbol for intesity of infrared rays is W/m²
or W/cm². (3)
The classification of infrared ray is:
- IC-A ( short IC rays ) waves lenght 7001400nm
- IC-B ( medium IC ray ) 1400-3000nm
- IC-C ( long IC rays ) 300-100 000nm (1).
The sources of IC radiation are:
1) natural
2) artificial.
The biggest natural Source is Sun. The artificial
sources are: all warmed and red-hot bodies in fluid
and solid conditions, high furnace, and some types
of laser. (1)
Use of IC rays
IC rays are used for fast detection of materials
by spectrophotometry. In medicine IC rays are used
for thermography for mesuring of temperature of
some part of body. (1)

7

IC radiation is discovered by british scientist
Herschel. Long IC rays have good influence on
men, plants and animals. IC rays increase the
temperature of body and stimulate the circulation.
IC rays reduce the stress. IC rays in physiotherapy
are used for reducing oedema and the pain. They
are used also in myalgia. (9)
In physiotherapy, special place belongs to usage
of infrared lamps. In industrial working places,
exposition of infrared rays cause cataract.
Good eye´s protection means special sunglasses
for employer. Periodical medical exams are
recomanded every 24 month with eye exams, and
clinical exam. (11)
Long IR rays can cause dermatitis and
sunburnings, somtimes IC rays cause epithelioma.
Long IC rays during the summer can cause
sunstroke with headake and naisea. (1)
Prevention:
-

increase of distance from IC rays source
instalation of safe screens
decrease of time exposition
adecvate cloth for employers. (1)

Conclusion
Infrared and ultraviolent radiation is around us
all day, whether the radiation is from the Sun or
from artificial source, especially on working place.
In this paper, all relevant characteristics of this
radiation and their use in techology and everyday
life are presented, but also it has to be used with
maximumlly safe equipment for for protection in
operating with this technology in order to provide
to protection from damages and consequences
caused by radiation which are very grave.
One advice is; for knowing to use, benefits,
damages, consequences of radiation; we have
to familiar with at least elementary things from
ultraviolent and infrared radiation and their place
in electromagnetic radiation spectrum.

http://www-med-physik.vu-wien.ac.at/uv/uv-index/uvi_eu.gif
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Sažeci trebaju da imaju prikaz istaknutih podataka, ideja
i zaključaka iz teksta. U sažetku se ne citiraju reference.
Ispod teksta treba dodati najviše četiri ključne riječi.
Sažetak na bosanskom jeziku
Prilog radu je i prošireni struktuirani sažetak (cilj),
metode, rezultati, rasprava, zaključak) na bosanskom
jeziku od 500 do 600 riječi, uz naslov rada, inicijale
imena i prezimena auora te naziv ustanova na engleskom
jeziku. Ispod sažetka navode se ključne riječi koje su
bitne za brzu identifikaciju i klasifikaciju sadržaja rada.
Centralni dio rukopisa
Izvorni radovi sadrže ove dijelove: uvod, cilj rada,
metode rada, rezultati, rasprava i zaključci. Uvod je
kratak i jasan prikaz problema, cilj sadrži kratak opis
svrhe istraživanja. Metode se prikazuju tako da čitaoci
omoguće ponavljanje opisanog istraživanja. Poznate
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metode se ne navode nego se navode izvorni literaturni
podaci. Rezultate treba prikazati jasno i logički, a
njihovu značajnost dokazati odgovarajućim statističkim
metodama. U raspravi se tumače dobiveni rezultati i
uspoređuju s postojećim spoznajama na tom području.
Zaključci moraju odgovoriti postavljenom cilju rada.
Reference
Reference treba navoditi u onom obimu koliko
su stvarno korištene. Preporučuje se navođenje novie
literature. Samo publicirani radovi (ili radovi koji su
prihvaćeni za objavljivanje) mogu se smatrati referencama. Neobjavljena zapažanja i lična saopćenja treba
navoditi u tekstu u zagradama. Reference se označavaju
onim redom kako s pojavljuju u tekstu. One koje se
citiraju u tabelama ili uz slike također se numeriraju u
skladu s redoslijedom citiranja. Ako se navodi rad sa šest
ili manje autora, sva imena autora treba citirati; ako je u
citirani članak uključeno sedam ili više autora, navode
se samo prva tri imena autora s dodatkom “et al”. Kada
je autor nepoznat, treba na početku citiranog članka
označiti “Anon”.  Fusnote–komentare, objašnjenja, itd.
Ne treba koristiti u radu.
Statistička analiza
Testove koji se koriste u statističkim anaizama treba
prikazivati i u tekstu i na tabelama ili slikama koje sadrže
statistička poređenja.
Tabele i slike
Tabele treba numerirati prema redoslijedu i tako ih
prikazati da se mogu razumjeti i bez čitanja teksta. Svaki
stubac mora imati svoje zaglavlje, a mjerne jedinice (SI)
moraju biti jasno označene, najbolje u fusnotama ispod
tabela, arapskim brojevima ili simbolima. Slike također,
treba numerisati po redoslijedu javljaju u tekstu. Crteže
treba priložiti na bijelom papiru ili paus papiru, a crnobijele fotografije na sjajnom papiru. Legende uz crteže i
slike treba napisati na posebnom papiru formata A4. Sve
ilustracije (slike, crteži, dijagrami) moraju biti originalne
i na poleđini sadržavati broj ilustracije, prezime prvog
autora, skraćeni naslov rada i vrh slike. Poželjno je da
u tekstu autor označi mjesto za tabelu ili sliku. Slike je
potrebno dostavljati u TIFF formatu rezolucije 300 DPI.
Korištenje kratica
Upotrebu kratica treba svesti na minimum. Konvencionalne SI jedinice mogu se koristiti i bez njihovih
definicija.
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